Abstract. This paper describes a network-based video capture and processing peripheral, called the Vidboard, for a distributed multimedia system centered around a 1-Gbit/s asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) network. The Vidboard is capable of generating full-motion video streams having a range of presentation (picture size, color space, etc.) and network (traffic, transport, etc.) characteristics. The board is also capable of decoupling video from the real-time constraints of the television world, which allows easier integration of video into the software environment of computer systems. A suite of ATM-based protocols has been developed for transmitting video from the Vidboard to a workstation, and a series of experiments are presented in which video is transmitted to a workstation for display.
Introduction
Systems that can handle multimedia information are gaining in popularity as users recognize the utility of multimedia applications, and as the computer, communication, and broadcasting industries converge. Distributed multimedia systems typically consist of networked workstations that contain a number of multimedia add-in boards for functions such as video and audio capture and playback. In general, the current generation of these systems suffers from severe performance limitations due to I/O bottlenecks as multimedia information is transferred from various parts of the workstation. Several research groups [7, 13] have suggested a new architecture for multimedia systems in which multimedia devices, that typically reside on the workstation I/O bus are placed on a high-speed asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) [2, 6] network where they act as shared resources and communicate with each other through ATM-based protocols. This architecture has many advantages over the traditional workstation-* e-mail: jja@fore.com www URL: http://tns-www.lcs.mit.edu/tns-www-home.html Correspondence to: J. Adam, Fore Systems, Inc., 174 Thorn Hill Rd., Warrendale, PA 15086-7535, USA centric model such as a greater ability to share devices and increased performance and system scalability.
This paper describes an ATM network-based video capture and processing peripheral device called the Vidboard. The Vidboard was designed in the context of the ViewStation project [13] . The ViewStation system is a distributed multimedia system centered around a 1-Gbit/s ATM network. The Vidboard was developed as a capture interface for the ViewStation environment. Full-motion video is captured from an NTSC television source and transmitted to other devices within the system. In terms of research, it was developed as a system-level prototype for studying the properties of a network-based video source for a distributed ATM environment. These properties relate to functionality and control mechanisms.
The Vidboard is based on a front-end frame-memory processor architecture that is capable of generating full-motion video streams having a range of presentation (picture size, color space, etc.) and network (traffic, transport, etc.) characteristics. The architecture is novel in that it also permits the decoupling of video from the real-time constraints of the television world. Through a closed-loop control mechanism, a destination device can dynamically vary the frame rate of a video stream during the course of a session, which allows easier integration of video into the software environment of computer systems.
The remainder of this paper describes the design and use of the Vidboard. Section 2 presents a number of background issues that motivated the design of the board. Section 3 describes the hardware and firmware components of the Vidboard. Section 4 describes a set of protocols for transmitting video from the Vidboard to a workstation. Section 5 presents three video experiments conducted with the Vidboard. Section 6 draws a number of conclusions from the Vidboard research and describes future work.
Background

The ViewStation system
The Vidboard was designed for a specific environment: the ViewStation distributed multimedia system. The purpose of the ViewStation project is the development of an efficient hardware and software infrastructure for the handling of media data in a distributed environment. Current research efforts have primarily focused on video because it is the most demanding media type in terms of performance and forms the basis of many interesting applications.
As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the hardware component of the project consists of a 1-Gbit/s ATM network, called the VuNet [1] , which interconnects general-purpose workstations and custom network-based multimedia peripherals. Examples of multimedia peripherals are a video capture board, an image processing system and a video file server. The ATM network serves as an I/O substrate for channeling information to the various end devices making up the system. Protocols layered on top of ATM are used for managing and controlling the devices.
The software component of the project, called the VuSystem [10] , is an object-oriented toolkit for designing mediabased applications. The VuSystem is used to build applications that process media streams that are generated and consumed by the devices within the system. The application also manages the flow of these media streams across the system and controls the end devices. For example, referring to Fig. 1 , a video compression application might consist of sending a video stream from the video capture board to the image processing system where it is compressed, and then sending the resultant compressed video stream to the file server for storage. In a video-in-a-window application, video is sent from the capture board to the workstation, where it is displayed on the workstation's monitor.
Previous work and motivation
Video capture boards have been implemented for other research-based distributed multimedia systems similar to the ViewStation. These boards can be categorized according to where they are placed within the hardware infrastructure of the system. In traditional systems, the capture board is placed on a workstation I/O bus. Research presented in [5, 14] describes capture boards designed for computing environments consisting of networked IBM RS6000 workstations. In the next step towards moving multimedia hardware from the workstation I/O bus, several systems consist of a peripheral box, comprised of a number of multimedia boards, which is loosely coupled to a workstation. In the Pandora system [8] being developed at Cambridge and the Broadband Terminal Project [12] being undertaken at Washington University, the video capture board is placed inside the multimedia peripheral box, which is directly connected to a high-speed network. Taking the final step, the video capture board is completely decoupled from the workstation and placed on an ATM network in the Desk Area Network Project [7] at the University of Cambridge.
One of the fundamental differences between these systems and the ViewStation system is how and where video data is handled. In the systems just mentioned, video information is hidden from the user workstation's processor and network to varying degrees. In many cases, this hiding occurs by separating video from other types of information through the use of dedicated hardware, such as high-speed networks and display mixing cards. When video is mixed, it is usually transported in a nonpixel representation (e.g., compressed) that is not directly usable by the workstation processor and is sent to dedicated hardware for processing. The rationale for hiding video has been performance -to avoid saturating workstation and network resources. One of the primary goals of the ViewStation project is to process video at the application level in software, which allows a greater variety of multimedia applications to be envisaged. This software-intensive approach will become feasible in a local environment in the near future, given the trends in workstation and network performance, and allows for easy migration to higher performance workstations as they appear.
Operating in this software-intensive environment places temporal demands on video streams. Within this environment, video tends to be processed in bursts and processing speed depends on workstation resource availability. A mechanism must exist for adapting the frame rate of a video stream to permit graceful degradation as system resources become scarce. The capture systems described were designed to produce video streams having constant frame-rate characteristics over the course of a video session. Within the ViewStation system, devices that generate video streams must support a mechanism for dynamically varying their frame rate over the course of a video session.
Objectives
The objectives that motivated the design of the Vidboard relate to the functionality of the board and how it is to be integrated into the infrastructure of the ViewStation system. The overriding theme that motivated the design was the desire to tailor the generated video stream to the needs of the destination device within the system.
Full-motion video. The ability to generate full-motion (30 frames/s) video streams. Full-motion video streams are important from the point of view of applications.
Presentation options. One level upon which video streams can be tailored concerns the presentation characteristics of video, which determine how the video is displayed. Presentation options include picture size and color space. Devices will have different needs in terms of presentation options for application and bandwidth reasons. Network options. A second level upon which video streams can be tailored concerns how the video is transported across the network. Network options include the segmentation of video data into cells and packets, and traffic shaping of the video stream. Temporal decoupling. As described in the previous section, video sources in the ViewStation system must support a mechanism for dynamically varying their frame rate over the course of a video session. Uncompressed video. Rather than use a compressed format such as JPEG [15] or MPEG [9] , the Vidboard will generate raw digital video. The reasons for using uncompressed video are twofold. First, video generated by the Vidboard will be primarily used as input to workstation applications that process the video in some way, and these applications expect video to be in an uncompressed format. Secondly, in support of the first requirement, the ViewStation infrastructure has the capacity to handle raw video at reasonably high frame rates. Network bandwidth is plentiful and the current generation of workstations are able to handle frame rates that are high enough to support motion video applications. In the future, since the ViewStation software environment can easily be ported to higher-performance workstations, even higher frame rates will be possible. Areas where compression will be appropriate are storage and communication across lowbandwidth networks attached to the ViewStation. Distributed control. The ability to receive and execute commands from other devices within the system. ATM communication. As a network device within the ViewStation system, the Vidboard interfaces directly to a VuNet ATM switch port, through which it communicates with the VuNet on an ATM cell level.
The Vidboard
The Vidboard is based on a front-end frame-memory processor architecture as shown in Fig. 2 . Video is captured by the Front End and the resultant pixel information is stored in the Frame Memory. The organization of the pixel information within the Frame Memory is controlled by the Format Convert circuitry. The pixels are then read by the Texas Instruments TMS320C30 digital signal processor (DSP), packed into ATM cells and sent to the network. The DSP is also responsible for receiving and interpreting commands from other devices within the ViewStation system.
The functionality of the Vidboard is centered around the firmware of the C30 DSP. Different versions of the firmware can be created for implementing particular tasks. This is important in terms of research because it permits experimentation.
Hardware architecture
The Front End executes the actual video capture operation on the board. It consists of a digital video chipset from Philips.
The chipset supports a wide range of features for generating digital video streams with various characteristics. The chipset captures one of three NTSC television signals to a resolution of 640 x 480 pixels. The pixels are quantized to 24 bits in either the red, green, blue (RGB) or luminancechrominance (YUV) color space.
During transmission, the packing of digital video components into a data stream is an important issue. The packing format determines the ease with which a receiving device can use the video data. The Vidboard provides two methods for implementing various packing formats. The first method consists of modifying the format in the DSP as the pixel stream passes through it. This method has the critical disadvantage of preventing real-time performance, since format conversion, when executed over an entire video frame, represents a computation-intensive task. Therefore, the Vidboard provides real-time support for various packing formats in hardware. The Format Convert circuitry acts as a pipeline stage between the Front End and the Frame Memory. It takes the three component streams produced by the Front End and organizes their writing into the 32-bit word Frame Memory. The manner in which the components are stored in the memory determines how they appear within the DSP word, and ultimately influences the packing format of the transmitted video stream as the pixel words are transferred directly from the Frame Memory to the network. For certain video streams, it is most efficient to use a combination of the two methods.
The Format Convert circuitry consists of a crossbar switch to route the Front End component streams to the proper video RAM (VRAM) chips making up the Frame Memory and a state machine for control. Two formats are currently supported:
-Component/frame format. Each of the three pixel components is grouped together across the frame and sent in the order of the pixels, one component after another. For example, in RGB space, the R components for the entire frame are sent, followed by the G components and finally the B components. This is the preferred format for storage of RGB video and, in YUV space, the display of black and white video.
-Component/pixel format. The components that belong to each pixel are grouped together and transmitted in the order of the pixels. For example; for a given pixel, the R component is sent first, followed by the G and B components. Then, the next pixel is sent in the same manner, and this process is repeated for the frame's worth of data. This is the preferred format for color display on 24-bit frame buffers.
The Frame Memory consists of 3 MB of VRAM logically organized into two banks, each bank capable of storing one video frame. The double-buffered memory allows one video frame to be captured while the previous frame is transmitted for real-time full-motion video operation. Digital video data is written into the memory through the VRAM serial access memory port on a scan line basis and read by the DSP through the conventional dynamic random access memory (DRAM) port. The DSP has random access to the video data that facilitates many of the operations involved in video processing such as spatial subsampling. 
VuNet switch port
The Frame Memory serves as a mechanism for decoupiing video from the real-time requirements of television. Since the capture of a video frame into the Frame Memory is controlled by the DSP and the Frame Memory is double buffered, the Frame Memory can be used as a rate adapter between the television rate of the Front End digital video stream and the rate at which the DSP processes a frame of video.
The Vidboard is centered around the Texas Instruments TMS320C30 DSP, which acts as a pixel engine, a command dispatcher, and board controller. During video transmission, the DSP acts as a pixel engine. Digital video data is read from the Frame Memory, possibly processed in some way, packaged into ATM cells and written to the network. The C30 was chosen over other DSP chips because its dual bus structure and instructions for efficient data movement allow video to be quickly flowed through the processor as it is moved from the memory to the network.
Firmware framework
A Vidboard typically contains a firmware library of the tasks it supports. Devices within the ViewStation system make the Vidboard execute tasks by sending commands over the network. The DSP runs a simple dispatcher for receiving and interpreting these commands. The dispatcher relies on three mechanisms for supporting distributed control: command cells, echo back cells, and command tables.
A command cell is an ATM cell generated by the controlling device and sent to the Vidboard. The command cell contains information about the task the board is to execute. Table 1 describes the general format of a command cell. Within the ViewStation system, the size of an ATM cell has been increased from 53 to 56 bytes in order to make it four-byte aligned. Three blank bytes are appended to the header. Examples of command cells that have been created for remote debugging are READ and WRITE cells for respectively reading and writing the Vidboard address space.
The echo back mechanism is used to prove to a controlling device that the command it sent was received correctly. When a command is received, a copy of the command cell (echo back cell) is sent back to the controllinz device, where a check is performed. The echo VCI/tport field of the command cell is used to generate the echo cell header for routing. The dispatcher determines which command to execute through the command code field. A number, or command code, is associated with each task the Vidboard supports. When interpreting a command cell, the dispatcher uses the command table to map from the code to the corresponding Vidboard routine.
Besides those for video capture, processing, and transmission, library routines have been developed for remote debugging and network diagnostics. Time-critical routines, such as those involved in video transmission, are written in assembly language, while non-time-critical routines are written in C.
Video-to-workstation protocols
A set of protocols have been developed for transmitting video from the Vidboard to a workstation. These protocols fall into two categories: a command suite for controlling the Vidboard, and network transport and traffic protocols for end-to-end transport.
Control model for closed-loop video sources
In traditional multimedia systems, video capture boards generate fixed frame rate video streams. This approach to video clashes with that of the ViewStation application environment in which media data is handled in software. To support graceful degradation and scaling of applications, video sources within the ViewStation system must be capable of varying their frame rate to meet an application's needs. As oart of the orotocols for controllin~ the Vidboard across the VuNet, we have developed a scheme for dynamically varying the Vidboard's frame rate over the course of a video session.
As depicted in Fig. 3 , the scheme consists of placing the Vidboard in a constant video-capture loop and sending requests for frames as they are needed. The application then varies the rate of requests to match its ability to process video. The rate of requests will vary as other processes are created or shut down on the workstation, and as the user varies the application parameters.
Video service commands
Four types of command cells are used to obtain a video stream from the Vidboard using the closed-loop control model. They are:
GRAB: the GRAB cell puts the Vidboard into a free-running video-capture loop. The next three cells control the functioning of the board within this loop. TRANSMIT: the TRANSMIT cell causes transmission of the last frame to be captured. FE_INIT: the FEANIT cell initializes the front-end chipset and crossbar chip according to the desired presentation options. FE_OFF: the FE_OFF cell disables the front-end circuitry, terminates the grab loop, and returns the Vidboard to an idle state.
In a typical video session, the workstation application places the Vidboard into a free-running capture loop with the GRAB cell and then selects the desired presentation options with the FE_INIT cell. TRANSMIT cells are then sent every time a frame is desired. The selected presentation options can be changed during the course of a session by sending additional FE_INIT cells. An FE_OFF cell is sent to end the session.
Network protocols
To move video data over the VuNet, the Vidboard implements a network transport protocol that is similar to that specified by the ATM Adaptation Layer 5 (AAL5) standard [3] . As shown in Fig. 4 , cells are grouped into larger packets called transmission frames (t-frames). (The word size in the context of the Vidboard is that of the DSP, which is 32 bits.) Two levels of segmentation occur during video transmission. Each video frame is segmented into a number of t-frames and each t-frame is further segmented into a number of ATM cells. To avoid overwhelming a workstation with network data, the Vidboard implements a network traffic protocol. Video data is sent in small bursts, since unequal transmission and reception rates can be tolerated over small numbers of cells because the VuNet switch buffers incoming traffic. A burst is followed by a delay during which the workstation drains the buffer of the burst. Video traffic characteristics are defined by four parameters: interburst delay, inter t-frame (interframe) delay, cells per burst, and scan lines per t-frame. These parameters are specified in the TRANSMIT command cell, as shown in Table 2 . The parameters are used to shape the video traffic to a pattern which can be tolerated by the workstation.
Video experiments
System status
A four node ViewStation system has been operational for the past year in our offices at MIT. A node consists of one VuNet switch, one or two DEC Alpha workstations, one Vidboard and one VuNet link, which is used to interconnect two switches. The mechanisms described in the previous section are being used for transmitting video from the Vidboards within the system to video display applications running on the workstations. The Alpha workstations are interfaced to the switch through a dirct memory access (DMA) host adapter and are equipped with 8-bit frame buffers. The cell reception device driver reads cells from the switch, unpacks them according to the pseudo-AAL5 transport protocol, and stores the contents into memory buffers. For color video, since the Alpha frame buffers have eight planes, the Vidboard reduces the captured 24-bit RGB pixel values to 8 bits. Simple quantization to 8 bits results in unsatisfactory picture quality due to color banding. Therefore, a dithering algorithm is used to improve the quality of the video picture. This algorithm uses four sets of quantization look-up tables that are offset to give the viewer the impression of color half-tones. The sets of look-up tables form a two-by-two window that is scanned across the video frame. This algorithm was initially implemented in software on the DSP. The speed of the algorithm was then augmented through the use of a hardware accelerator for the look-up table function that attached to one of the DSP's parallel buses through a daughterboard connector.
Vidboard-workstation frame rates
Experiments were conducted to determine the video frame rate that could be achieved between the Vidboard and an Alpha workstation. The frame rates, and corresponding bit rates, for various video streams are listed in Table 3 . Certain of the frame rates are limited by the Alpha, while others are limited by the Vidboard. For example, the frame rate of the 640 x 480 black-and-white video stream is limited by the rate at which the Alpha can read from the network and display video. As the table shows, the maximum video bit rate which can be achieved in the context of this system is about 33 Mbits/s. The Vidboard is the limiting factor in the case of the color streams since the dither algorithm is computation intensive.
Full-motion experiments
Full-motion frame rates are not achieved when displaying video on an Alpha for a variety of reasons. A series of experiments were conducted to determine the maximum frame rate the Vidboard could generate, assuming that a ViewStation device existed that could receive high-bandwidth video streams. These experiments consisted of having the Vidboard transmit video as fast as possible, with a minimal amount of framing information, to an empty VuNet switch port. Frame rates were determined by counting the number of cycles it took to transmit one frame. The frame rates achieved for various combinations of color space, picture size, and pixel packing format are reported in Table 4 . The results show that full-motion frame rates are achievable in all cases except for full-resolution color.
Closed-caption information
Closed-caption information is text transmitted on an unused scan line of an NTSC television signal that is used to describe the television content for the hearing impaired. The programmability of the Vidboard and its ability to capture every scan line in a television signal were exploited to extract and decode closed-caption information from a captured television signal. This information is transmitted along with the captured video and is displayed as part of our vsdemo application. The closed-caption information is being used as an indexing key for several content-based retrieval applications we are developing [4] .
Conclusion and future work
This paper described the Vidboard, an experimental networkbased video-capture board for the ViewStation distributed multimedia system. The Vidboard's front-end frame-memory processor architecture allows the temporal decoupling of video from the real-time constraints of the television world as well as the generation of full-motion video streams having variable presentation and network characteristics.
The Vidboard is currently being used to generate video streams for video applications running on workstations. These streams consist of raw video data framed by an ATM adaptation layer similar to AAL5 and regulated according to a traffic protocol. High system frame rates (greater than 15 frames/s) have been achieved for a resolution of 320 x 240.
Six Vidboards are currently in operation in a small-scale ViewStation system. Future plans call for a revision of the prototype board to support a faster speed grade of the C30 DSP chip and the deployment of more boards in a largerscale ViewStation system.
A number of important conclusions concerning the properties of a network-based video-capture module can be drawn from the Vidboard research. The ability to decoupie video temporally from its television source combined with a closed-loop control model facilitates the integration of video into the virtual-time computing world. Video service can be adapted to the available system resources and degrades gracefully as resources become scarce. A second conclusion is that a capture module must be able to accomplish tasks related to the distributed nature of the environ-ment and not only capture/transmit video. Task examples are network transport, network traffic, and distributed control.
With the trend towards integration of video into the digital domain, research groups are developing cameras that produce video in a digital format [11] that will come to replace television camera/capture board systems for computer video applications. Similarly, with the trend towards distributed computing, video-capture systems that connect directly to a network are becoming desirable. A digital network camera would consist of a digital camera with added circuitry for network interfacing, distributed control, and frame buffering. It is our hope that a subset of the Vidboard architecture and functionality will serve as a basis for the digital network camera of the future.
